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Abstract—Deep neural networks are highly effective when a
large number of labeled samples are available but fail with
few-shot classification tasks. Recently, meta-learning methods
have received much attention, which train a meta-learner on
massive additional tasks to gain the knowledge to instruct the
few-shot classification. Usually, the training tasks are randomly
sampled and performed indiscriminately, often making the meta-
learner stuck into a bad local optimum. Some works in the
optimization of deep neural networks have shown that a better
arrangement of training data can make the classifier converge
faster and perform better. Inspired by this idea, we propose
an easy-to-hard expert meta-training strategy to arrange the
training tasks properly, where easy tasks are preferred in the
first phase, then, hard tasks are emphasized in the second phase.
A task hardness aware module is designed and integrated into
the training procedure to estimate the hardness of a task based
on the distinguishability of its categories. In addition, we explore
multiple hardness measurements including the semantic relation,
the pairwise Euclidean distance, the Hausdorff distance, and
the Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion. Experimental results
on the miniImageNet and tieredImageNetSketch datasets show
that the meta-learners can obtain better results with our expert
training strategy.
Index Terms—Meta-Learning, Few-Shot Image Classification,
Curriculum Training, Task Hardness Estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, deep learning methods have achieved great suc-
cess with the benefit of large-scale labeled data [1], [2], [3],
[4], such as ImageNet, which consists of 1, 000 categories
with thousands of images in each category. However, in the
real world scenarios, samples in many categories are rarely
seen or expensive to collect (e.g., in the medical diagnosis and
the hyperspectral image processing areas [5], [6], [7]), which
leads to the challenge of training big models with very few
data. Therefore, few-shot learning (FSL) has been introduced
to recognize categories with only several training samples [8],
[9].
Meta-learning is one of the most successful FSL techniques.
Different from the traditional recognition models, where a
classifier is trained on the training data and aims to generalize
well on unseen samples from a similar data distribution, meta-
learning methods are trained with many homogeneous tasks
to learn the meta-knowledge, which can inversely instruct
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the training procedure of classifiers for unseen tasks from
a similar task distribution [10], [11]. They usually follow
an episode-based training strategy, where the episodes are
randomly sampled from an auxiliary dataset with categories
excluded to those in the novel unseen tasks. To mimic what
happens during inference, N categories are included in each
episode, and K support samples and Q query samples are
selected for each category [11], [12], [13], [14]. Each episode
has a specific learner and shares a common meta-learner.
The learner updates parameters, which are initialized by the
parameters of the meta-learner, to minimize the loss on the
support data. Then loss on the query data inversely instructs
the training of the meta-learner. A detailed illustration of the
episode-based meta-training is shown in Figure 1. During
testing, only the first four operations in Figure 1 are executed
for a given testing episode/task. In other words, the meta-
learner will not be updated during testing and the query loss
becomes the testing result.
Usually, the randomly sampled episodes are treated equally
in meta-training. However, the hardness of distinguishing
categories varies in different episodes. For example, Figure
2 depicts two groups of tasks, where each group contains an
easy task and a hard task from the same dataset. An easy
task usually leads to a small loss while a hard task leads to
a big one, which have different effects on the meta learner.
Thus, treating them equally is not a good way. Humans learn
new tasks following an efficient easy-to-hard way, which has
already inspired curriculum learning to make the classifier
converge faster and perform better [15], [16]. This motivates us
to consider exploring the curriculum strategy in meta-training.
Note that Sun et al. [17] have already introduced the hard task
concept into meta-learning. They define a hard task as the one
resampled from the categories that are hard to be classified in
the previous tasks. However, randomly sampling from hard
categories might not obtain a hard task since the selected
hard categories might be easy to differ from each other. In
other words, paper [17] is more considering hard-category
mining while we consider the hardness at the task level, which
depends on the distinguishability among the categories in a
task.
In particular, in this paper, we design an expert training
strategy to obtain a more powerful meta-learner. An additional
task hardness aware module (THAM) is inserted into the pro-
cedure of episode-based meta-training to evaluate the hardness
of each task. We divide the original indiscriminate episode-
based training procedure into two phases: a primary learning
phase and an advanced training phase. In the first phase,
easy tasks are preferred to make the meta-learner acquire
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2the basic classification ability. Then, in the second phase,
hard tasks are emphasized to make the primary meta-learner
gradually become an expert. Such an expert training strategy
is essentially to mimic the easy-to-hard learning process of
human beings.
THAM is the most important component of our expert
training. As the hardness of a task is highly related to the
distinguishability of its categories [18], which can be measured
by semantic or computable relationships among its categories,
we thus propose two implementations of THAM: semantic
THAM (Se-THAM) and computable THAM (Co-THAM). Se-
THAM directly generates easy and hard tasks based on a tree-
shaped label hierarchy extracted from WordNet. It constructs a
hard task with categories sharing a common superclass, while
categories sampled from different superclasses make up an
easy task. While training tasks in Co-THAM are still randomly
sampled, Co-THAM assigns a hardness score to each task in
one batch to reweight the loss according to the training phase.
The harness score is a statistical measure of the relations
between any two categories. Since each category contains
multiple samples, the relation between any two categories is a
set-to-set relation (Figure 3), for which we consider three types
of distance measures: the pairwise Euclidean distance, the
Hausdorff distance [19], and the Hilbert Schmidt independence
criterion [20]. Moreover, we calculate the hardness score
based on features extracted from the learner, which makes
Co-THAM end-to-end trainable with the meta-learner. As the
meta-learner improves, the features become more reliable and
the Co-THAM gets improved as well.
The contributions of this work can be summarised as
follows.
• We propose the easy-to-hard expert training strategy in
meta-training. With this strategy, the original uniform
training procedure is divided into two phases, where easy
tasks and hard tasks are differently emphasized. Such
strategy is easy to implement and can be applied to most
meta-learning methods.
• We design the task hardness aware module with two
implementations: Se-THAM and Co-THAM. Se-THAM
samples easy and hard tasks based on the semantic
relations for different learning stages. We design Co-
THAM with three distance measure options, which dy-
namically assigns a hardness score to each randomly
sampled task. To our best knowledge, this is the first
work to comprehensively explore the hardness of a task
in meta-learning.
• We conduct extensive experiments on the miniImageNet
and tiereImageNetSketch datasets. The results show that
the meta-learner trained with our expert training strategy
and THAM generalizes better on novel tasks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we talk about the related work. Section 3 shows the details of
the proposed expert training strategy and the definitions of the
hardness of a task. Experimental results and analysis on two
image datasets are presented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude
our work and talk about future work in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the existing works closely related
to this research.
A. Few-Shot Classification
Few-shot classification aims to recognize novel categories
with only a few training samples. Some researchers introduced
transfer learning and semi-supervised strategies [21], [22].
Zhang et al. proposed a range loss and Ye et al. designed
a triplet ranking loss [23] to effectively utilize the pairwise
and triple relation among the categories with several samples
in training.
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Fig. 1: An illustration of the episode-based training. During training, for an episode e = {Desupport, Dequery}, the following operations are
performed sequentially: (1) the learner receives parameters and updating instructions from the meta-learner to initialize its parameters; (2)
the support samples Desupport are provided to the learner; (3) the learner updates its parameters to minimize the loss on Desupport under
the updating instructions; (4) the query samples Dequery are fed to the updated learner to compute the query loss; (5) the loss on Dequery is
propagated to the meta-learner; (6) the meta-learner updates its parameters to minimize the obtained loss. Finally, the meta-learner produces
new initialization parameters and updating instructions for the next episode.
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Fig. 2: Tasks with different hardness.
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Fig. 3: The set-to-set relation.
As the main issue for the few-shot classification is that
limited training samples fail to depict the intra-class diversity,
many researchers devote to hallucinate training data. Hariharan
et al. [24] tried to propagate the difference of pairwise samples
from a category with sufficient training data to samples of
a novel category to generate new samples. Liu et al. [25]
proposed an encoder-decoder based network to generate new
samples with different poses. Instead of generating raw im-
ages, Xian et al. [26] employed the generative adversarial
network to produce discriminative CNN features with the help
of class-level semantic information. Gao et al. [27] coupled
variational autoencoder and generative adversarial network
to generate high-quality unseen features with category-level
discriminability .
Besides, the meta-learning methods are also widely studied
for the few-shot classification, which will be discussed next.
B. Meta-Learning
Meta-Learning, referred as learning to learn, is a popular
solution for the few-shot classification. The main idea is to
learn some meta-knowledge from massive related seen tasks,
and then apply this meta-knowledge to quickly solve new
unseen tasks. As the definition of meta-knowledge varies, the
meta-learning methods can be generally divided into three
categories.
Learning an embedded feature space supposes that all the
tasks are solved by the nearest neighbor algorithm [28], [29].
Snell et al. [30] extended this type of methods by using the
center of each category in a task as the reference instead of
the sample pairwise nearest neighbor. Sung et al. [12] learned
this feature space by comparing the target image to a few
labeled images. Different from the above methods which learn
a generic feature space and then recognize a new sample
by similarity calculation, Wang et al. [31] designed a task-
aware meta-learner to learn dynamic features, where a task-
independent linear boundary can separate positive and negative
samples. Wei et al. [32] tried to find sub-features responsible
for recognizing some parts of a categories for few-shot fine-
grained image classification.
Learning to optimize regards parameters in gradient-based
optimization algorithms as the meta-knowledge. Ravi et al.
[11] defined the LSTM as a meta-learner to learn the initial-
ization and updating ways of a learner to make it quickly
converge. Finn et al. [14] deemed that a few fixed gradient
updates for a learner can achieve good performance, and thus
they designed a meta-learner for learning the weight initial-
ization. Then, the updating strategy was further simplified by
Li et al. [13], where only one-step gradient update is good
enough.
Learning to remember introduces an augmented memory
to store novel categories. Santoro et al. [33] introduced the
Neural Turing Machines as an augmented memory to quickly
encode and retrieve new information. Kaiser et al. [34] pre-
sented a large-scale life-long memory module which exploits
fast nearest-neighbor algorithms for the life-long and one-shot
learning.
Different from these meta-learning methods which focus on
defining good meta-knowledge, our expert training acts in the
training procedure and can be applied to most meta-learning
methods that follow the episode-based training.
C. Hardness of Samples and Label Relation
The main idea of expert training is inspired by the effec-
tiveness of hard samples in learning a classifier. The well-
known support vector machine [35] takes the advantage of
hard samples around the hyperplane to effectively promote
classifier learning. Active learning [36] and human in the
loop [37] methods first use models to select hard examples
automatically and then ask humans for annotation. After that,
the labeled hard examples are returned to the models for
further training to improve the classification capacity.
The hardness of a task is highly related to the distin-
guishability of its categories, which can be generally grouped
into three types in the literature. The first one is based
on the high-level semantic structure (e.g., WordNet), where
categories sharing the same superclass are more alike [38],
[39], [40]. Secondly, Griffin et al. [41], Bengio et al. [18]
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Fig. 4: An example of tree-shape label structure.
and Liu et al. [42] regarded the classification confusion as
the distinguishability of categories. They trained a classifier
to obtain the confusion matrix of all categories. Thirdly, some
researchers measured the distinguishability of categories with
the similarity of different categories in the feature space. Fan
et al. used the Euclidian distance between the central point of
each category to describe the inter-class distance [43]. Dong
et al. applied the averaged kernel distance [44], and Qu et
al. utilized the mean and variance to measure the inter-class
similarity[45]. Zheng et al. introduced the Hausdorff distance
to describe the similarity of different sets of categories [46].
Following these existing works, we investigate different task
hardness measurements to evaluate the distinguishability of the
categories in a task, which are well integrated into the meta-
learning.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Generally, the meta-learner training works on an aux-
iliary dataset, which is usually organized as a dictionary
Data Dic = {{xj}Sij=1, Ci}Mi=1, where M is the number of
categories, and Si is the number of samples in category Ci.
This data structure makes it convenient to sample categories
and the corresponding support and query examples to make
up an episode.
As aforementioned, our expert training is a two-stage meta-
training method. In the primary learning phase, easy tasks are
required, whereas hard tasks are employed in the advanced
training phase. To separate tasks, a THAM is integrated into
meta-training to estimate the hardness of a task. It has two
implementations. One is the Se-THAM, which constructs easy
and hard tasks based on the semantic relations among the
categories. The other is the Co-THAM, where the hardness of
a task is a higher-order statistical estimation on the relations
of its categories, which can be measured by different distance
metrics. We will describe our expert training with Se-THAM
and Co-THAM in the next subsections, respectively.
A. Expert Training with Se-THAM
The procedure of expert training with Se-THAM is similar
to the original meta-training described in Figure 1, except that
we use semantic sampling instead of the random sampling to
produce easy or hard tasks for different training phases.
Suppose there is a tree-shaped semantic label structure
for categories {Ci}Mi=1 in the auxiliary dataset, and these
M categories can be aggregated into L superclasses based
on the semantic subordinate relationship (see Figure 4). We
use a label dictionary to store this relation Label Dic =
{HCi, {Cj}Mij=1}Li=1, where Mi is the number of categories
belonging to the superclass HCi, and M =
∑L
i=1Mi. Intu-
itively, categories share the same superclass are more similar
than those with different superclasses. Therefore, we define
that easy tasks are those whose categories come from different
superclasses, and hard tasks contain categories from the same
superclass. For the N -way-K-shot novel tasks, we randomly
select N superclasses and then choose one category from
each selected superclasses to make up an easy task. While
to construct a hard task, we randomly select one superclass,
and then N categories from this superclass. For each selected
category, we sample K support and Q query images as an
episode for the corresponding task. As the expert training
with Se-THAM acts through controlling the construction of
the episodes, here we just describe the sampling procedure of
easy and hard tasks (in Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1: Semantic Sampling
Input: Label dictionary:
Label Dic = {HCi, {Cj}Mij=1}Li=1,
Data Dictionary:
Data Dic = {{xj}Sij=1, Ci}Mi=1,
Task Settings: N,K,Q.
Output: Target task: {{xC′ik }Kk=1, {xC
′
i
q }Qq=1}Ni=1.
Easy Task:
{HC ′i}Ni=1 = random.sample({HCi}Li=1, N);
for i = 1 : N do
C ′i = random.sample(Label Dic[HC
′
i], 1);
end
Hard Task:
shuff keys = random.shuffle({HCi}Li=1);
candidate = Label Dic[shuff keys[0]];
# for the situation where the selected super-class with
less than N categories
k = 1;
while len(candidate) < N do
candidate.extend(Label Dic[shuff keys[k]]);
k = k + 1;
end
{C ′i}Ni=1 = random.sample(candidate, N);
Select Samples:
for i = 1 : N do
random.shuffle(Data Dic[C ′i]);
{xC′ik }Kk=1 = Data Dic[C ′i][1 : K];
{xC′iq }Qq=1 = Data Dic[C ′i][K + 1 : K +Q].
end
B. Expert Training with Co-THAM
Figure 5 shows the pipeline of expert training with Co-
THAM, which is integrated into the episode-based training
procedure and can be trained end-to-end with the meta-learner.
This expert training model contains four submodules: a ran-
domly sampling module to produce episodes for meta-training,
a learner which is usually a simple convolutional neural
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Fig. 5: Pipeline of the proposed expert training with Co-THAM. Operations are almost the same with those in Figure 1, expect that Co-THAM
is integrated to estimate the hardness of a task with features extracted by the learner on the query data.
network (CNN) to classify a specific task, a meta-learner to
produce weight initialization and updating instructions for the
learners, and the Co-THAM to assign a hardness score to each
task based on features extracted by the fine-tuned learner.
For a randomly sampled episode e, its support data
Desupport = {{xCik }Kk=1, Ci}NCi=1 is first used to slightly fine-
tune the learner to update the initialized weight parameters
from the meta-learner. Then, the fine-tuned CNN learner is
applied to the query data Dequery = {{xCiq }Qq=1, Ci}NCi=1 to
generate two kinds of outputs. One is the loss of these query
samples and the other is the features extracted from its last
fully connected layerGe = {{gCiq }Qq=1, Ci}Ni=1. Subsequently,
Co-THAM uses Ge to calculate the task hardness score THe
and feeds it back to the meta-learner. Finally, in one mini-
batch, the meta-learner receives several query losses with the
corresponding task hardness scores, re-weights them with the
hardness scores according to the learning stage, and then
updates parameters with the re-weighted losses. In the primary
learning phase, easy tasks receive higher weights, while hard
tasks are given higher weights in the advanced learning phase,
As the meta-learner improves, the learner gets improved
as well. Consequently, our Co-THAM also becomes more
efficient with the better extracted features by the learner. With
a more accurate task hardness evaluation, the meta-learner can
be further enhanced greatly.
1) Task Hardness: Co-THAM is the most important part
of our expert training, which measures the hardness of
an episode/task based on the received features Ge =
{{gCiq }Qq=1, Ci}Ni=1. Intuitively, the hardness of a task should
be closely related to the distinguishability of its categories.
For a task, if two categories are very similar (e.g., whale and
shark), even though the other categories are quite different to
each other (e.g., dog, desk, and church), we still treat it as a
hard task as its samples cannot be easily recognized because of
the two similar categories. Therefore, we define the hardness
of a task as
THDiste =
1
min{Dist(Ci, Cj)}Ni,j=1,i6=j
, (1)
where Dist(·) denotes the distance of two categories. Essen-
tially, Equation (1) tells that the smaller the distance is, the
higher the hardness score of a task or the more difficult the
task will be. A straightforward distance measurement is based
on the pairwise Euclidean distance over all sample pairs:
Dist(Ci, Cj) =
√
(
1
MiMj
∑
s
∑
t
‖gCis − gCjt ‖2). (2)
Another way to measure the distance of two sets is the
Hausdorff distance, which is the maximum distance of a
category to the nearest samples in the other category:
h(Ci, Cj) = max
g∈Ci
{ min
g′∈Cj
{d(g, g′)}}, (3)
H(Ci, Cj) = max(h(Ci, Cj), h(Cj , Ci)), (4)
where d can be any metric between two samples. For simplic-
ity, here we use the Euclidian distance.
What’s more, considering one category can be regarded as
a random variable, the Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion
(HSIC) can also be utilized to represent the relationship of two
categories. Denoting GCi = [g
Ci
1 , g
Ci
2 , · · · , gCiQ ] and GCj =
[g
Cj
1 , g
Cj
2 , · · · , gCjQ ] are the feature matrices for class Ci and
Cj , the HSIC value can be computed as
HSIC(Ci, Cj) = tr(KiHKjH), (5)
where Ki = GCiG
T
Ci
and Kj = GCjG
T
Cj
. H = I −
1
Q1Q1
T
Q, where 1Q ∈ RQ is a column vector with elements of
1. Considering two similar categories typically have a higher
HSIC, we define the corresponding task hardness as:
THHSICe = max{HSIC(Ci, Cj)}Ni,j=1,i6=j . (6)
2) Training: Parameters of the meta-learner θ are updated
by optimizing the performance of the classifier f(θ′) for each
training task which are randomly sampled from the auxiliary
dataset, where θ′ is initialized with θ and updated on the
min
θ
T∑
t=1
Lt(fθ′t({Cti , {x
Cti
q }Qq=1}Ni=1)) = min
θ
T/B∑
t=1
tB∑
j=(t−1)B+1
TH ′j∑tB
l=(t−1)B+1 TH
′
l
Lj(fθ−α5θLj(fθ)({Cji , {xC
j
i
q }Qq=1}Ni=1)).
(7)
6support samples. For T training tasks, we train the meta-
learner in a mini-batch way with a batch size of B. In
one batch, the hardness scores are adopted to re-weight the
training loss in Equation 7. Where TH ′j controls the relative
importance of each task in one batch, and it takes different
forms at different training phases:
TH ′j =
{
1
THj
, in the Primary Learning Phase,
THj , otherwise,
(8)
where THj is the hardness score for episode j and can be
calculated with Equation (1) or (6). Therefore, Equation (7)
essentially gives easy tasks higher weights in the primary
learning phase and assigns hard tasks higher weights in the
latter phase.
For the few-shot classification, we use the cross-entropy loss
for the learner and the meta-learner:
Lj(fθ′) =
N∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
1(y = Cji ) log fθ′(x
Cji
k )
+ (1− 1(y = Cji )) log (1− fθ′(xC
j
i
k )),
(9)
where Lj is the loss for the j-th task, x
Cji
k is the k-th
support sample in the i-th class of the j-th task, and y is
the corresponding ground-truth label.
Algorithm 2 gives a detailed description of the meta-training
in our two-stage expert training method with Co-THAM.
Function f ′θ in the algorithm returns features of the last fully
connected layer instead of the classification results. Note that
in Algorithm 2, the learner has the same network parameters
θ as the meta leaner. The learner updates its parameters from
θ to θ′ at each task, while the parameters θ are only updated
by the meta-learner at each min-batch of B tasks.
IV. EXPERIMENT
A. Datasets
We conduct our experiments on two datasets: miniImageNet
and tieredImageNetSketch.
The miniImageNet dataset [29] contains 60,000 colour
images belonging to 100 classes. 64 of these classes are
used for training a meta-learner, 16 classes for validating, and
the remaining 20 classes for testing. Since it is a subset of
ImageNet, we can directly extract the label structure for the
semantic sampling from that of ImageNet, which organizes all
the classes from coarse-grained to fine-grained levels. For the
semantic sampling, we split the label structure for the training
classes from the extracted label structure.
The tieredImageNetSketch dataset is constructed with the
images in ImgenetSketch [47] and the label structure from
tieredImageNet [48]. It consists of 50,000 sketch images,
50 images for each of the 1000 classes in ImageNet. As it
borrows the label structure from tieredImageNet, categories
in tieredImageNetSketch are the same as tieredImageNet. It
contains 608 classes which are grouped into 34 superclasses.
These superclasses are further split into 20 for training, 6 for
validation and 8 for testing, which ensures that the training
classes are sufficiently distinct from the testing classes. The
Algorithm 2: Expert Training with Co-THAM
Input: The auxiliary dataset: D = {{xj}Sij=1, Ci}Mi=1,
Updating hyperparameters: α,β.
Task Settings: N,K,Q.
Output: θ
{{{xCtik }Kk=1, {xC
t
i
q }Qq=1}Ni=1}Tt=1=task.sample(D);
Randomly initialize θ;
for t = 1 : T/B do
for j = (t− 1)B + 1 : tB do
Calculate 5θLj(fθ) with {{xC
j
i
k }Kk=1}Ni=1 and
Lj in Equation (9);
Updata θ with gradient descent:
θ′ = θ −α5θ Lj(fθ);
Extract features for the query data:
{{gC
j
i
q }Qq=1}Ni=1 = f ′θ′({{xC
j
i
q }Qq=1}Ni=1);
Evaluate the task hardness with Equation (1) or
(6):
THS[j] = THj({{gC
j
i
q }Qq=1, Cji }Ni=1);
Compute the meta-loss with Equation (9):
Lj(fθ′) = Lj(fθ′({{xC
j
i
q }Qq=1, Cji }Ni=1)));
LS[j] = Lj(fθ′);
end
Re-Weight the meta-loss in one batch:
Lt(fθ′) =
∑tB
j=(t−1)B+1 THS[j]LS[j]∑tB
j=(t−1)B+1 THS[j]
;
Update the parameter: θ = θ − β5θ Lt(fθ′);
end
reason we use tieredImageNetSketch instead of tieredIma-
geNet is that we want to make the datasets more diverse,
as both tieredImageNet and miniImageNet are subsets of
ImageNet.
During meta-training, samples of the training classes make
up the auxiliary dataset to generate T training tasks. During
testing, V novel tasks are randomly sampled from the testing
classes, where the N×Q query samples in each novel task are
used to calculate the classification accuracy. Then, the mean
and the standard deviation of the classification accuracies over
the V novel tasks are utilized to measure the performance.
We introduce λ to set when to start the second training phase,
where the first λ × T tasks are responsible for the primary
learning and the remaining tasks are for the second stage
training.
B. Model Study
There are two variables in our expert training: THAMs
and λ. To study their effects, we train Meta-SGD [13] on
miniImageNet. For a fair comparison, the network architecture
and learning rates for the learner and the meta-learner are the
same as those in [13]. We set T = 60, 000, V = 600, and
Q = 20.
Table I shows the results with λ = 1/4 for the 5-way-
1-shot task and λ = 1/3 for the 5-way-5-shot task. In
the table, Meta-SGD-our means the Meta-SGD is trained
on our re-sampled dataset. Meta-SGD-ET-Se-THAM stands
7Fig. 6: Accuracy with different proportions of easy tasks in expert training. The blue line shows the results of Meta-SGD, and the red dashed
line represents those of Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC
for the Meta-SGD trained with our expert training and Se-
THAM. Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-Pairwise, Meta-SGD-ET-
Co-THAM-Hausdorff, and Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC
represent that the inter-class relations are estimated with the
pairwise Euclidean distance, the Hausdorff distance, and the
HSIC, respectively.
TABLE I: Results with Different THAMs on miniImageNet.
Definition of Hardness 5-way Accuracy1-shot 5-shot
Meta-SGD-our 49.50±1.78% 63.90±1.58%
Meta-SGD-ET-Se-THAM 48.20±2.01% 64.64±1.37%
Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-Pairwise 50.64±1.83% 64.81±1.49%
Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-Hausdorff 49.86±1.68% 67.42±1.43%
Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC 50.58±1.70% 67.42±1.73%
The results demonstrate that: (1) Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-
HSIC achieves the best results on both 5-way-1-shot tasks and
5-way-5-shot tasks. (2) Meta-SGD-ET-Se-THAM performs
worse than the expert training with Co-THAM, because tasks
sampled by Se-THAM are strictly easy or hard. While Co-
THAM is ‘softer’ by assigning a continuous hardness score
to each task and making all the tasks contribute to training
the meta-learner. (3) For 5-way-5-shot tasks, Co-THAM with
the Hausdorff distance and HSIC are better than that with
the pairwise Euclidean distance, which suggests the benefit of
considering the variations in a category.
In the following experiments, we choose Co-THAM-HSIC
to compare with other models for four reasons. Firstly, HSIC
achieves consistently better results on two types of tasks. Sec-
ondly, Hausdorff is theoretically simple, but it is computation-
ally difficult because of the densely minimum sample pairwise
distance estimation. Thirdly, HSIC regards each category as a
distribution, and all the samples can contribute to the relation
estimation. While, Hausdorff measures the distance of two
categories with the maximum nearest sample pair, making
it more sensitive to outliers. Finally, as training samples
are limited, models are always shallow. Thus, the extracted
features are not powerful enough to measure relations in the
linear Euclidean space. HSIC can benefit from mapping the
features into a non-linear kernel space.
Figure 6 describes the results with λ varying in [0, 1/4, 1/3,
1/2, 1]. The blue line is the results of Meta-SGD, and the
red dashed line represents Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC.
We can see that 5-way-5-shot tasks require more easy tasks
than 5-way-1-shot tasks to obtain better results. Thus, we set
λ = 1/4 for 5-way-1-shot tasks and λ = 1/3 for 5-way-5-shot
tasks in the following.
C. Experimental Results and Analysis
We implement our expert training with Co-THAM on Meta-
SGD [13]. The classification results on miniImageNet and
tieredImageNetSketch are shown in Table II. The results
of Meta-SGD-paper are obtained directly from the original
paper. Meta-SGD-our represents the Meta-SGD trained on
our datasets with more complicated training-test partitions, so
its results are slightly worse than those in Meta-SGD-paper.
It can be concluded that Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC
achieves the best results on both miniImageNet and tiered-
ImageNetSketch. The improvement in 5-way-5-shot tasks is
more significant than that in 5-way-1-shot tasks. The reason
may be that learners trained on 5-way-5-shot tasks are more
accurate, which leads to more reliable hardness evaluations and
consequently the meta-learner is fine-tuned more properly.
TABLE II: Results on miniImageNet (top) and tieredImageNetSketch
(bottom).
Method 5-way Accuracy1-shot 5-shot
Meta-SGD-paper 50.47±1.87% 64.03±0.94%
Meta-SGD-our 49.50±1.78% 63.90±1.58%
Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC 50.58±1.70% 67.42±1.73%
Meta-SGD-paper – –
Meta-SGD-our 51.24±2.04% 67.46±1.59%
Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC 51.92±2.15% 68.31±1.60%
To show the effectiveness of our expert training, we train
the Meta-SGD with another two training schedules, i.e., the
reversed phases and the probabilistic expert training. The re-
versed phases reverse the two phases in expert training, where
hard tasks are emphasize firstly, then easy tasks are required.
In the probabilistic ET, the target tasks (easy/hard) are sampled
with a higher probability of 0.8 for different training phases.
Results on miniImageNet are shown in Table III. We can see
that compared with Meta-SGD, the probabilistic ET performs
worse for 5-way 1-shot tasks, while better for 5-way 5-shot
tasks. The results of reversed phases show similar trend.
Overall, our expert training achieves the best performance.
To show whether our expert training works well on other
meta-learning models, we implement it on another two popular
methods: MAML [14] and Relation net [12]. We use the same
8TABLE III: Results of Meta-SGD with different training schedules
on miniImageNet.
Method 5-way Accuracy1-shot 5-shot
Meta-SGD-paper 50.47±1.87% 64.03±0.94%
Meta-SGD-our 49.50±1.78% 63.90±1.58%
Meta-SGD-Reversed Phases 49.29±1.60% 65.29±1.41%
Meta-SGD-Probabilistic-ET 47.96±1.92% 65.60±1.54%
Meta-SGD-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC 50.58±1.70% 67.42±1.73%
network architectures and the learning rates as those in the
papers. We set T = 60, 000, V = 500, and Q = 20 for
MAML. For Relation net, we set T = 300, 000, V = 100, and
Q = 15 for 5-way-1-shot tasks, and Q = 10 for 5-way-5-shot
tasks, the same as [12]. The results in Table IV demonstrate
that when trained with our expert training strategy, meta-
learners can always perform better.
TABLE IV: Results of Existing Methods on miniImageNet.
Method 5-way Accuracy1-shot 5-shot
MAML-paper 48.70±1.84% 63.11±0.92%
MAML-our 48.47±2.04% 62.98±1.65%
MAML-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC 49.54±1.95% 66.10±1.62%
Relation net-paper 50.44±0.82% 65.32±0.70%
Relation net-our 51.02±0.84% 64.78±0.68%
Relation net-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC 51.24±0.85% 66.00±0.77%
To show the effectiveness of our expert training strategy, we
compare it with meta-transfer learning (MTL), which propose
to train meta-learner with hard tasks (HTs). In MTL, a hard
task is made up of categories with the highest misclassification
rate in each former task, i.e., hard categories in former tasks
makes up the current HTs. Experimental results on MAML
with HTs and our expert training are shown in Table V. Our
MAML-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC method performs better than
MAML and MAML-HT, showing the benefit of a reasonable
task hardness estimation and curriculum learning.
To achieve state of the art results, we also implement our
expert training on MTL with a pre-trained ResNet-12 as the
backbone. As our expert training strategy requires to retain
models for each training task in a batch for reweighting the
meta-loss and the ResNet12 is GPU memory consuming, the
batchsize is set to 2 on the GeForce RTX 2080 with a memory
of 11G. Nevertheless, our MTL-ResNet-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC
still achieves better results on the 5-way-1-shot tasks, and
comparable results on the 5-way-5-shot tasks (see Table V).
Then, we vary the batchsize in [2,4,6,8,10] on a small model
MAML. Results in Figure 7 show that MAML-ET-Co-THAM-
HSIC performs better with a larger batchsize. Thus, we can
infer that the results of MTL-ResNet-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC can
be further improved with more training tasks provided to
calculate the meta-loss in a batch.
D. Results on Testing Tasks with Different Hardness
Usually, tasks for testing are randomly sampled, but it is
interesting to see the performance on easy and hard tasks
separately. For this, we introduce the semantic sampling in
Algorithm 1 to generate easy and hard tasks for testing. Exper-
imental results of the 5-way-5-shot tasks on tieredImageNetS-
TABLE V: Comparison with State of the Art Methods on miniIma-
geNet.
Method 5-way Accuracy1-shot 5-shot
MAML-our 48.47±2.04% 62.98±1.65%
MAML-THs 49.10±1.90% 64.10±0.90%
MAML-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC 49.54±1.95% 66.10±1.62%
MTL-ResNet 60.20±1.80% 74.30±0.90%
MTL-ResNet-THs 61.20±1.80% 75.50±0.80%
MTL-ResNet-ET-Co-THAM-HSIC 62.01±1.13% 75.27±0.61%
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Fig. 7: Results of MAML trained with different strategies.
ketch are depicted in Table I. We choose tieredImageNetSketch
because it contains rich testing categories to generate various
easy and hard tasks. Random means that testing tasks are
randomly sampled. ALL Easy ( Hard) denotes that tasks are
semantically easy (hard). We can see that the improvements
on ALL Easy and ALL Hard are more obvious than Random.
TABLE VI: Results on Different Hardness of Testing Tasks.
Method Meta-SGD Meta-SGD-E-Co-THAM-HSIC
Random 67.46±1.59% 68.31±1.60%
ALL Easy 81.92±1.672% 84.70±1.47%
ALL Hard 58.59±2.72% 63.02±2.65%
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an easy-to-hard expert train-
ing strategy for meta-learning, which trains easy tasks firstly
followed by hard ones. We have particularly proposed a task
hardness aware module (THAM) with two implementations:
the semantic THAM (Se-THAM) and the computable THAM
(Co-THAM). Experimental results on two image datasets have
demonstrated that the meta-learners trained with the proposed
expert training generalize better on novel tasks. Overall, the
expert training with Co-THAM achieves better results than that
with Se-THAM. We believe this is because the computable
hardness is integrated into the end-to-end training procedure
and is optimized as the meta-learner improves.
In the future, we will explore what the performance would
be with more than two phases. Besides, our expert training
strategy is GPU memory consuming for retaining multiple
models in a batch, so we will find more efficient ways to
implement curriculum learning in meta-learning.
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